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Hi Paul, Below is your submission regarding AGL's application for the environmental
assessment of their proposed gas import terminal. Please copy and paste this
submission into the Victorian government form linked here:
https://engage.vic.gov.au/crib-point-IAC. You can also send it to them as a hard
copy, contact the government at +136 186 if you need to do this. In the past few
days, we were able to simply email this automatically to the Victorian government,
but they have since asked us all to fill in the form above instead. This is so they can
safeguard your privacy and ensure no submissions are missed. It is not ideal, we
know, but please copy and paste your submission below to ensure it is counted.
Every submission we make ensures it is impossible for AGL and the Victorian
government to ignore the community opposition to this project. If you struggle,
don't hesitate to contact us and we can help. We will make sure we get every single
one of these submissions is counted. Thank you for taking action, the team at
Environment Victoria Your submission: My name is Paul Morris and I live in the
Westernport Bay area. The pristine environment and absence of heavy industry. I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a
crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access
them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to
mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise
and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in
a community. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They
combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species
including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of
the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site
for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves
in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand.
Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat
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My name is Fantazia Nelson and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I simply do not
want the local eco system to be destroyed! I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental
and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of
nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does
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My name is Susan Mitchell and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
We visit the area often and use it for recreation including fishing, walking along the
coastline and for birdwatching. I believe it is important for people to be able to
interact with the natural environment and I value this area highly. I thank the Crib
Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission. There are a variety of issues which should deem
this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import
terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community
and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons
which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are
about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have
completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary
studies and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to
provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent
region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating
Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment. Sincerely Susan Mitchell
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My name is Meredith Lynch and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I live at Cowes on Phillip Island and view Westernport Bay as part of my home. I have
enjoyed 40 years of this pristine bay and am horrified at the thought of losing it to a floating
gas factory, which we don't need or want here.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to make a submission and register my absolute
opposition to the proposed gas import jetty and gas pipeline project, at Crib Point.
Victoria, as a producer of natural gas, has no need to ship in LNG. The state should have a
reserve of gas for Victorians and Victorian industry, which would end the need to buy and
ship LNG back into our state, through our bay. Exporting gas should be limited, so that our
own country can plan for demand and ensure a constant and safe supply.
If it was deemed essential that Victoria needed to ship gas in, then it could be shipped into
an industrial harbour like Corio, where the infrastructure and pipeline is already in place.
Why industrialise another bay, with Ramsar listed wetlands, a home to rare birdlife and
nearby penguin colony and which sits on the doorstep of Phillip Island - one of the biggest
tourist destinations in Australia?
The impact of a floating gas factory anywhere near our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife is too great and is just not worth the risk - and there are many risks.
There is massive risk to the local community and visitors to the area should this floating gas
factory proceed. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak
from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES
Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are only about 1.5 kms away
and Woolleys Beach and reserve are also close to the site. AGL are yet to complete full risk
assessments of these dangers, so the project should be stopped until they can guarantee
the safety of all residents in the area.
As a former resident of Sale in East Gippsland, I can tell you just how devastating it is to live
within a community which has experienced devastation from a gas explosion. In 1998 when
the Esso Longford Gas Plant exploded, we lost two wonderful men who were on shift that
day. Both these men were known to my family. Others on shift that day obtained horrific
burns and experienced ongoing mental health issues as a direct result of that horrendous
incident. This is why AGL needs more than preliminary safety and risk assessments on this
project. It's simply not enough to say "it should be ok".
The local wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth and are home to at
least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being a ‘perfect’ destination for a floating gas factory.
If the project is approved, one of AGLs processes requires the use of around 450 million
litres of bay water each day. During processing, the water is treated with chlorine and
dumped back into the bay, at around 7 degrees colder.

This process would have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife which relies on the constant
water temperature and quality (that is without chlorine). There needs to be extensive studies
made before cold, chlorinated water is ever allowed to be dumped into any natural
waterway. The effect on marine life in Westernport has not been explored and it's
inappropriate to assume its safety. It is illegal to dump treated waste water into Victorian
waterways, so this process should be banned.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed, floating gas factory. Even with these inadequate
studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins
and mask the communication of whales in the area.
Each winter, we have whales swimming into Westernport Bay. A local text notification
service and Facebook page, monitors their movements and locals and tourists alike, delight
in having a firsthand view of these majestic creatures. One of the best days for us, was when
a large pod swam in at Cowes jetty, coming within about 10 metres of the jetty. Additional
noise from a floating gas factory would interfere with their abilities to communicate and track
and large tankers in the shipping channel would place the whales in real danger of collision
(or shipping strike). The odds of which have been calculated as 1 in 16 chance (of whale
strike). Increased noise would inevitably deter them from coming into Westernport Bay in
the first place.
Phillip Island is one of the biggest tourist destinations in Australia. Millions of tourists visit our
beautiful island every year; to see the penguin parade, to go whale watching and enjoy the
pristine beaches around the bay. The majority of businesses here rely on the tourist trade to
survive and a project such as AGLs could be a major deterrent when choosing a holiday
destination. Our penguin colony (for one thing) should be protected to the utmost degree.
They are a rare and precious species which relies on clean water, spending the majority of
their lives at sea. One fuel spill or other shipping accident near their breeding ground would
place the whole colony in jeopardy. Cowes beach is one of the only north facing beaches in
Victoria (indeed in Australia) and faces directly across to Crib Point and Hastings. If this
floating gas factory project goes ahead, it would be visible from Cowes at night (from the
massive flood lights on board) and what the tourists will see from the beach, would be a
tanker highway. Phillip Island is a nature park – not an industrial city.
At 'my' beach at Broughton Avenue, I have a lone dolphin, who inhabits the beach, living
peacefully, often just out at the yellow buoy. I watch its exploits in wonder and look forward
to its frequent appearances. I don't want it to be harmed by toxic water pollution, or scared
off due to tankers motoring in and out of our bay.
There are many other viable and suitable options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Preliminary safety reports are not enough. Please say NO to AGLs plan for a floating gas
factory on my doorstep. Phillip Island has much to lose
Yours sincerely,
Meredith Lynch
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My name is Stevie Butler and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Westernport Bay is host to important marine life, it’s a place for diverse species and
cultural sites. I surf, swim, kayak and visit the bay weekly, I will soon rely on the bay
for work (taking school groups out into it for outdoor education).
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land
and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory
birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport
Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and
fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.

Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our
demand for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98
and 113 petajoules by 2030 through using existing technology and targeted
economic support according to a recent report written by energy consultants
Northmore Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria could meet its energy
needs without new gas including new gas fields or gas import terminals like that
proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These measures will lower energy costs for
consumers and reduce emissions under most scenarios. This is the case even when
a lot of our electricity is generated by fossil fuels but will become even cheaper and
less polluting as more of our electricity is generated through renewables.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect
marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline
studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of
noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even
with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit
behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area.
The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging nearby
which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Stevie Butler
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My name is Andrew Mason and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.
Westernport Bay is a very important area that supports a very wide range of plant and
animal life and is internationally recognised for its significance. The existing refinery has
caused loss of many seagrasses and we do not want any more destruction.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of
accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the
import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have
completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed
the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the
EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk
assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for
their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially

damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the
loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970‐2015. We cannot
afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming
by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting
costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to
our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon‐
to‐be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with
what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem ‐ like plankton
and fish eggs ‐ would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being
drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Andrew Mason
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My name is Dean Lynch and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport is a beautiful and diverse part of the world that needs to be protected for
all the generations to follow. Its wildlife and ecosystems are unique and have given
my family and me great pleasure over our lifetime.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land
and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory
birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport
Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and
fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.

Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet.
Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil
carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth.
Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to
prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is
particularly important as a defence against the impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Yours sincerely,
Dean Lynch
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My name is Sarah Toose and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
It is a beautiful place to grow up and grow old in and is an environmentally diverse place. I
love the combination of the marine environment and the bush areas. It is a place which gives
me joy to live in. The beach is my happy place. Unique.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue
that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of
a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of
anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in
increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for
their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the
loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot
afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming
by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting
costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to

our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-tobe stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what
we need to do to create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our
energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife
which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Sarah Toose
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My name is Bryn Mason and three generations of my family have holidayed and lived in
Westernport Bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. Several issues should render this proposal
unacceptable in its current form, but I am most concerned by the impact it will have on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Westernport Bay is an area of great biological diversity due to is unusually wide range of
habitats, from deep channels to seagrass meadows, mangroves, saltmarsh and melaleuca
thickets. It supports a large number of marine invertebrates and approximately 65% of
Victoria’s bird species, as well as being a significant area for migratory birds. Its indigenous
plant and animal communities include those which are rare and threatened, including the
endangered Southern Brown Bandicoot. Its sites of zoological significance include the
breeding colonies of the Little Penguin, Koala, Australian Fur Seal, Hooded Plover and Short‐
tailed Shearwater.
Westernport Bay is a UNESCO designated biosphere. It is also listed under the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, of which Australia is a signatory. This
is understood as a commitment to the promotion of conservation and wise use of wetlands,
including the maintenance of their ecological character and the prevention of their
degradation. Building and operating a gas import terminal is antithetical to these aims and
commitments.
The ecological balance of natural environments is crucially important to the health and
wellbeing of all who use and inhabit them. The potential disruption of this balance has
manifold and often unpredictable consequences. If the project is approved, AGL could dump
up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high

conservation value areas like Westernport Bay – clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently
does not meet the legal requirements, this proposal should not continue.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem – like plankton
and fish eggs – would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being
drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current, further affecting marine
wildlife.
Wetlands are also important as a defence against the impacts of climate change. They
contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet and are responsible for
storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5
and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution
to the atmosphere.
The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent
with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. In addition to environmental
impacts, this could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Phillip Island is the
second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia, to which people come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales, along with other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet

our energy needs without exposing to harm the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the
unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or indeed the local community.

Sincerely,
Bryn Mason
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My name is Philip Bock and I live and work on French Island, in full site and earshot of the area
proposed. Should this proposal proceed, it will severely damage the environment, my tourism
business, my livelihood and my mental health.
Westernport Bay is environmentally important enough to be included as part of a Biosphere and
Ramsar site, which were formed to protect it. The bay provides a natural home to a myriad of
marine life, valuable flora such as mangroves, and over 200 bird species. I live on French Island
because I understood it is environmentally protected from unjustifiable plans such as the AGL
proposal.
I thank the Minister for Planning and the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should absolutely deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on the local community.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities
who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental
distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas.
This can detrimentally impact on the long‐term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to
noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and
irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of
noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community.
Phillip Island is the largest tourism‐dependent region in all of Victoria. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a
Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent
with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination and will most definitely upset the natural ecology of French Island and its
Marine Park, as well as the negative impacts on our very small community.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which
allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange‐Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds
which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The
shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be
protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value

areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has
so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal
should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem ‐ like plankton and fish
eggs ‐ would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is
likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day.
This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on the local
community would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria
can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of
Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local communities on
the mainland and French Island to any harm.
Sincerely,
Philip Bock
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I strongly oppose AGL’s gas import terminal. This huge expansion of large shipping
will be detrimental to recreational boat and sailing users. What protection will there
be for local recreational users once the construction starts? Will large areas be
blocked off from current recreational? Renewable sources of energy are
increasingly accessible and inexpensive, and given the significant environmental cost
of fossil fuel projects, AGL should be investing more in renewables and energy
efficient solutions. Has there been any research on alternative proposals? Where is
the research to prove any LNG import terminal will lower prices in Victoria for
customers, when really it is aimed at bigger profits for AGL? If this project fails, will
AGL have to remove the floating storage and regasification unit, and reinstate the
beach and environment back to current conditions? It is completely inappropriate
to build and operate a gas import terminal in one of Victoria’s most precious
environments and an internationally significant wetland. Woolley’s Beach MUST be
KEPT untouched! Why does Woolley’s Beach need to be stolen by AGL? This area is
an internationally significant wetland and a Ramsar site. It is not suitable for a gas
terminal. I object to 450 million litres of toxic chlorinated sea water being dumped in
a Ramsar site. • What limits will there be on noise pollution? • What if AGLs
proposed noise control fails to work? Will the project be stopped or will AGL get a
free pass? • What limits will be placed on traffic for this project? For example –
night-time traffic. • Who will pay for road upgrades? It is far more logical to import
gas through Geelong where transport and industrial facilities are suitable.

I strongly oppose AGL’s gas import terminal.
This huge expansion of large shipping will be detrimental to recreational boat and sailing users.
What protection will there be for local recreational users once the construction starts?
Will large areas be blocked off from current recreational?
Renewable sources of energy are increasingly accessible and inexpensive, and given the significant
environmental cost of fossil fuel projects, AGL should be investing more in renewables and energy efficient
solutions.
Has there been any research on alternative proposals?
Where is the research to prove any LNG import terminal will lower prices in Victoria for customers, when
really it is aimed at bigger profits for AGL?
If this project fails, will AGL have to remove the floating storage and regasification unit, and reinstate the
beach and environment back to current conditions?
It is completely inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in one of Victoria’s most precious
environments and an internationally significant wetland.
Woolley’s Beach MUST be KEPT untouched!
Why does Woolley’s Beach need to be stolen by AGL?
This area is an internationally significant wetland and a Ramsar site. It is not suitable for a gas terminal.
I object to 450 million litres of toxic chlorinated sea water being dumped in a Ramsar site.





What limits will there be on noise pollution?
What if AGLs proposed noise control fails to work? Will the project be stopped or will
AGL get a free pass?
What limits will be placed on traffic for this project? For example – night-time traffic.
Who will pay for road upgrades?

It is far more logical to import gas through Geelong where transport and industrial facilities are suitable.
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Thank you for the oppurtunity to express my views opposing the AGL gas terminal in
Westernport Bay.
My name is Sheree Krass and I am many things, as all people, but what stands out for
me at this moment are my roles as mother, medical doctor and inhabitant, for a very
short time, of this amazing world that we live on.
As such, i feel an enormous responsibility to speak up to oppose AGL’s gas import
proposal. I despair for future generations , including my children, that we are heading
towards a ‘tipping point’ from where there will be no return, with respect to the
environmental damage that we are causing.
I am not an ‘activist’ but i care , deeply.
i am not a ‘greenie’, whatever that is, but i see the reality of what we are doing to our
house, our planet .
Let’s remember to look at motives, neither I nor most of the people who have
committed huge amounts of time to opposing AGL are paid to be here, to write a
submission , AGL stands to gain huge profits from this development, otherwise they
would not do it.
I am speaking up because, in the words of Edmund Burke “ the only thing necessary
for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing “ and i will not do nothing
I am standing up and speaking because I want to be able to say to my children and
grandchildren that i did my best to oppose the wanton destruction of our natural
environment and the disdain of our political leaders towards the looming climate crisis
and their blatant support of fossil fuels above sustainable energy sources.
The definition of evil, according to the oxford dictionary is “profoundly immoral”,
‘harmful or tending to harm”, ”something which is harmful or undesirable”
because to put profits before the well being of our world and all that climate science is
telling us is a form of evil.
There are so many reasons that this proposal is wrong.I will focus on the impending
Climate Crisis and the destruction of wetlands.
I am not a scientist but i respect the opinion of Climate Scientists, the CSIRO, the
Paris Agreement and the IPCC.
Gas, as a fossil fuel, IS one of the big drivers of the Climate Crisis. We must transition
from gas to have any chance of avoiding the worst consequences of climate change
According to Rebeca Huntley, highly regarded social researcher, most Australians are
deeply concerned about Climate Change, yet our political policies do not reflect this .
Why ? Our leaders support fossil fuels and have as friends many mining industry
movers and shakers. The backward and forward movement of our political leaders
from mining industry to politics is clearly and terrifyingly documented in Greenpeace
Intrenational’s documentary ‘Dirty Power’. I believe it is essential viewing for all
Australians. The public look for information to these very political leaders and trust
them.
It is too easy to discredit anyone that opposes fossil fuels as a ‘greenie’, against
‘progress’ a negative connotation, a form of demonisation. Why is caring about our
house ,that is clearly on fire, seen in such a negative way? It is a very clever and
effective political ploy to label all opponents as ‘green’ and therefore not worthy of any

credibility. Mornington shire understands. Their councillors voted unanimously to
oppose this development.
As opposed to those of us that oppose AGL, let’s look at AGL’s track record. since
2003 AGL has incurred more than $7 million worth of fines, in some cases for
deceptive and misleading behaviour. In September 2018 AGL was fined a record $3
million by the Victorian Essential Services Commission for ‘failing to offset its emission
levels” . Recently AGL was fined for billing errors and there have been many similar
offences.
AGL is a corporation whose raison d’être is to make profits. it must make profits
above all else.
Research by energy efficiency consultants Northmore Gordon this year revealed that
we could cut Victorian gas consumption in half in the next 10 years with a
combination of electrification and increased efficiency in households and the industrial
and commercial sectors. Far from impossible, as we have seen in this pandemic,
‘where there is a will, there is a way.’
The common argument from the fossil fuel sector is that they will ‘provide jobs’
That seems to be an excuse used to excuse any evil. Let’s compare the subsidies put
into logging old growth forest and the fossil fuel industry and compare them to
subsidies for renewables. Where are the calculations of job creation if that money was
put into the renewables instead of mining. Only 1% of Australian jobs are in mining.
i would like to ask AGL what are the total subsidies they receive from taxpayers?
The pandemic has demonstrated some very interesting realities. Prior to March 2020
in Australia, no one would have believed that the population would tolerate the
enormous changes that have been thrust upon us all. I don’t need to go into them
here. A very common argument used to support continued reliance on fossil fuels by
Australian households is the cost and difficulty of transitioning to renewables……….
Really???
And what has been the cost of the pandemic ?
And what have been the personal costs that we have tolerated?
And what has the government chipped in when they had to ?
Yes the pandemic is huge and i am qualified, as a doctor to understand this, but I
would suggest that the ramifications of the climate crisis are orders of magnitude
greater. We just need to look at the Emission curve and the predictions by the IPCC.
We must stop the emissions of greenhouse gases.
How does AGL’s Westernport development fit in with the Paris agreement and IPCC
recommendations ?
Clearly we don’t have all the answers or solutions but we need to unite behind the
scientists and those that do NOT have a vested interest in fossil fuels .With the right
government policies Victoria could meet its energy needs without new gasfields or gas
import terminals. Australians are clever and resourceful ,so wonderfully and
inspiringly demonstrated during this pandemic.
I want you to listen to the IPCC reports and the Paris agreement not those with
vested interests , whether it is profits or looking after one’s mates for perks and jobs
during and after politics.
As a doctor it is illegal for me to receive even a pen from a drug company. The reason
is that psychologists believe that would influence us in our choice of medication for
patients, we would not be acting in our patients best interests. Yet our politicians are
routinely taken on junkets, invited to overseas weddings, given huge political

donations and promised jobs after politics. And this is what we know about. Think
about that…….. And then we are to believe that our leaders are acting in out best
interests, for the majority of the people now and in the future.
One of the most dangerous misconceptions about the climate crisis is that we have to
‘lower’ our emissions, but that is far from enough. Our emissions have to stop if we
are to stay below 1.5-2degrees Celsius of global warming. That means net zero and
then decreasing. According to the IPCC we are 10 years away from being in a position
where we set off an irreversible chain reaction beyond human control.
This is so serious.
Preservation of our natural environment is essential for our survival. We will only
experience the reality of that when it is too late. The extinction of the Easter Islanders
is believed to be caused by successive deforestation valley by valley, until there were
no valleys left. Then they died .
Our wetlands are essential for carbon capture and storage. Australia is a signatory to
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, committing to wise use and conservation of
wetlands. Toxic waste water at a rate of 468 million litres/day is planned to be
dumped into Westernport Bay, a Ramsar site. This is prohibited under our
conservation laws which AGL is seeking to weaken .We are merely custodians, what
gives us the right to permanently damage or destroy these places. I despair at the
loss of natural habitat in my lifetime. Australia holds the ‘title ‘ for being the fist
country to experience a mammal extinction secondary to climate change.
We have no right when there are healthier alternatives.
Ask AGL how is this good for the majority of people now and in the future?
A basic and crucial medical tenet is ‘First do no harm’
The potential harm of this AGL project is huge. Imagine if I , as a doctor, continued
with a treatment at a huge profit to myself that had such harmful consequences. Not
only would I be struck off, i may well be in prison.
I would like to ask the directors of AGL if they would remove the protection of
corporate law and take the same responsibility that all doctors do, for any harm
caused for at least 20 years and potentially their lifetime, even if inadvertent. I would
like to ask politicians to do the same. Would their actions be any different? it shouldn’t
be if they are acting in our best interests.
We know that people WILL tolerate enormous sacrifices if they believe it is for the
greater good. But we need our leaders to listen to the science and the people, and act
and lead with integrity and honesty and humility.
In the words of Henry Thoreau (1817-1862) ‘ what good is a house if you haven’t got
a tolerable planet to put it on.
What will you say to your children and grandchildren when they ask what you did to
protect them? i guess you could lie, and say that you didn’t know…. because once you
do know you can’t unknow.
I would like to leave you with a poem

The Good Ancestor
by Daverick Leggett
Every day i walk a hundred years

to the hill where my great great granddaughter sits.
I carry words of blessing
and reach to touch her back.
But feeling me near she turns
sad eyed and heavy with grief
“what was it like ?” she asks
“when the great whales swam
when the birds sang you awake
when the rains came soft
and the soil smelt sweet underfoot?”
And the blessings
catch in my throat.
On darker days she turns,
her famished face charred and eyes,
sunk in their boney orbits,
burn with curses.
And the blessings
froth at my mouth
with the poisonous
spume of betrayal.
On the darkest of all days
I walk the hundred years
and find no one there.
Let today be the bright day
Let today be the bright day
I lay my hand upon her back
And, feeling me, she turns
and blesses me, saying
“Your love was fierce enough,
sweet ancestor,
your love was fierce enough.
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My name is Miranda Bonwick and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It’s a beautiful
and unique area, which I live very close to. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental
and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of
nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent research has
shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of
carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their
role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has
contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide
between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate
crisis. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which which could have a disastrous impact
on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment

Protection PoIicy.
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Advisory Committee As part of the Aquaculture Industry based in Westernport I am
concerned by the impact of the chlorine produced by the project that will be
pumped into the bay on a daily basis. Whilst the EEF covers the effect on Pelagic and
Demersal fish, it makes no comment of the effect to all species at a larval stage
which is extremely susceptible to chlorine at extremely low doses. Post larval fish
have a much higher tolerance to lower water quality than their offspring. The EEF
refers to levels above the guide lines, however I was unable to identify what the
guide lines allowed and how that figure was calculated. Over the 20 hectares of
effected seawater the effect on all fish stocks at a larval stage could prove
catastrophic to an area that already suffers from low recruitment due to water
quality. Australia is known for its clean green credentials I do not believe that this
project warrants the risk to our reputation. Whilst I do not support the project in its
current form I would be happy to reconsider if the issue of chlorine discharge was
addressed. Regards Steve Cooper Director Flinders Oyster Company P/L Director
Phillip Island Oyster Hatchery.
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My name is Tiahn Denniston-Spaull and I live in the Westernport Bay area. Amazing
marine life, beautiful beaches I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee
and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The
beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by
the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES
notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of
ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters
or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy
less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the
important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the
second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth.
They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from
erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could
dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could
have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high

My name is Tiahn Denniston‐Spaull and I live in the Westernport Bay area. Amazing
marine life, beautiful beaches I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a
popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and
the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the
impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery
seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most
tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay
in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on
earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange‐Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are
a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant
site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the
shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an
incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in
some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay ‐
clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact

assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue. Gas is more carbon polluting than
coal if methane leakage throughout the whole gas supply chain is above 3.2 per
cent. Recent studies have shown that we have previously underestimated how much
methane is released to the atmosphere during gas production. It has been found
that onshore gas fields in the United States have levels of leakage of 2‐17 per
cent. Despite these findings the Australian gas industry and federal government
report far lower emission intensities for unconventional gas emissions based on
default emissions factors rather than on reliable measurements. Gas is not a
climate solution. Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit
whales and other marine mammals. The EES has grossly underreported the chance of
whale strike at 1‐in‐2500 per year. Using their own figures the actual calculated
risk is 1‐in‐326. This means a 1‐in‐16 chance over the proposed 20‐year lifespan.
It is likely that these numbers are conservative because the number of whales
observed with injuries consistent with ship strike is higher than the number of
strikes reported by shipping operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would
have a low consequence to the visiting Southern Right whale population is
inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife
would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm. Sincerely,â€¨Tiahn Denniston‐Spaull
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My name is Michelle gregson and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I grew up and live here. Western port bay has always cared about the envonment. Hastings has
won tidies town, we have dolphins in the bay, Yaringa Marine National Park and Warringine Park
showing and protecting the the southern most magroves.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
signiﬁcance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of
a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasiﬁcation Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the
critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up
of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and ﬁsh. Westernport Bay is also the
most signiﬁcant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect
the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive
mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants
and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import
terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we
do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and
CSIRO. The fact that ﬁrmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in
the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast
for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below
what was previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and
ﬁsh eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to
escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe
levels. The impact is likely to be signiﬁcant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn
into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped
back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Michelle gregson
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My name is Gerd Kurz and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport has one of the greatest coastlines and unique fauna and flora, natural beaches and wetlands which
need to be protected and not exploit for profit
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in
my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to
the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have
more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased
shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage
and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand for gas in Victoria.
Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 through using existing
technology and targeted economic support according to a recent report written by energy consultants Northmore
Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria could meet its energy needs without new gas including new
gas fields or gas import terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These measures will lower
energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most scenarios. This is the case even when a lot of our
electricity is generated by fossil fuels but will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our electricity is
generated through renewables.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would
be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake
and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a
billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue
to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gerd Kurz
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My name is Nathalie Keur and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Western Port is is used for recreation, swimming and fishing. It has a variety of habitats including underwater
seagrass beds, intertidal rock platforms, sandy beaches, intertidal mudflats, tidal channels, saltmarshes and
mangroves.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in
my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the
local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may
leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The
nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL
have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk
acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until
we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage
and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous reality we
face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not
curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil
fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be
investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-tobe stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would
be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake
and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a
billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue
to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely, Nathalie Keur
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My name is Jacqueline Bates and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
The covid19 pandemic has really highlighted how important it is to respect nature and to have natural places
to visit and enjoy. This is an unacceptable sacrifice for money at the expense of climate and local people and
wildlife of Western Port bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form
and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to
the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons
which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical
Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close
to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES
should not continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the
perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows
them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered OrangeBellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for
prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves
stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty
is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of

plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this
cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL
is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit
the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible for
storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of
the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to
prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as
a defense against the impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife. AGL
acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They
have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed
FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural
changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and
other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of
Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Bates
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My name is Kate Reid and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It’s such a beautiful
and unique marine environment, unlike anywhere else in the world. To continue
reading, please read attached document. Thank you
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My name is Kate Skinner and I live in the Westernport Bay area. We enjoy Wooleys
beach daily with our children and our dogs. We walk here, swim here and enjoy the
diverse flora and fauna. We are proud of the wetlands and there sanctuary and fear
the devastation of this project as we live 500m from the site. I thank the Crib Point
Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both
the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environmen
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My name is Michael Spiteri and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I live on Phillip
Island and the bay provides me with fish for food and world class surfing and also a
job as I work for the nature parks, also the pristine waters and beaches is why I
choose to live here I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the
Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a
variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural
environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has
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My name is Marcus Maginness and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.
Global warming is only a decade away from reaching to 2 degrees due to
greenhouse gas emissions and AGL Gas import terminal is just another future
greenhouse gas statistic that will not only harm Westernport Bay environmentally
but also economically. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and
the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria. A new fossil
fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce
new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and
increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K.
The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach
is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk
assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is
not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until
we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is
the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth.
They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from
erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could
dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could
have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we
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My name is Sherie Connors and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It’s wild natural
beauty, wildlife, flora, fauna and marine life are vitally important to me and we have
a responsibility to preserve these elements for future generations. I say no to a gas
import terminal. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the
Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a
variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and
reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of
bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that
there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships
coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or
sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less
catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the
important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the
second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth.
They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from
erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could
dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could
have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling
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My name is Barbara Tipper and I live, hike, swim and create nature art in the Westernport
Bay area.
The RAMSAR listed area is critical in the breeding cycles of many species of wetlands birds ‐
some of which are endangered. Chlorinated water discharged from the proposed gas import
terminal would also upset the balance of the marine ecosystem.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who
place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long‐term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation
or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution
can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could obviously impact Phillip Island as a popular ecotourism destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is immoral, irresponsible and inappropriate to build and operate a gas import
terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an
internationally significant wetland.
If the project were approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
contemptuous attempts to weaken these laws. The combination of the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements
clearly means the proposal should not continue.

Wetlands contain a disproportionately high amount of the soil carbon on our planet.
Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon
despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting
wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a top priority to prevent the
release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly
important as a defence against the impacts of climate change.
I am also very concerned to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect
marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of
the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport
Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies
the EES states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and
mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other
marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around
Crib Point. Such impacts are totally unacceptable.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Barbara Tipper
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My name is Kerry Delaney and I visit Westernport Bay often.
It has been our family’s Christmas holiday camping destination for over 18 years and we love
the purity of the coastline and surrounding areas
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush
or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a
comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport
Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship
traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased
shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point
jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the
critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up
of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the
most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the
shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive
mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas
import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator
and CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly

2
accepted in the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual
consumption forecast for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption
will be dramatically below what was previously thought due to a higher penetration of
renewables than previously forecast.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy
needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which
depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Kerry Delaney
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My name is Emils Baumanis and I live in the Westernport Bay area. The ocean is our
lifeline and western port falls in that category. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a
popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding
areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve
area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the
strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship
traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent
region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating
Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to
weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the
plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal s
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My n%me is M%rlee
Durdin %nd I live in
the Westernport B%y
%re%.
We need to protect
the m%rine life %nd
ecosystems th%t live
or he%vily rely on
western port b%y. We
%re % conserv%tion
isl%nd %nd this
includes the b%y! If
we donʼt fight for the
rights of the m%rine
life who will.
I th%nk the Crib Point
Inquiry %nd Advisory
Committee %nd the
Minister for Pl%nning
for the opportunity to

m%ke % submission
to the environment
%ssessment of the
Crib Point g%s import
jetty %nd g%s pipeline
project. There %re %
v%riety of issues
which should deem
this propos%l
un%ccept%ble under
its current form %nd
th%t I will point to in
my submission but
the issue th%t
concerns me most is
the imp%ct on our
intern%tion%lly
recognised wetl%nds
%nd wildlife.
N%tur%l environments

pl%y % cruci%l role in
both the ment%l %nd
physic%l he%lth of the
communities who
%ccess them. The
potenti%l loss of
n%ture %nd %ccess to
green sp%ces c%n
contribute to ment%l
distress %nd
environment%l grief
experienced by
communities who
pl%ce signific%nce on
these %re%s. This c%n
detriment%lly imp%ct
on the long-term
ment%l he%lth of %
community.
Excessive exposure

to noise %nd light
pollution in %re%s of
recre%tion or %mong
households c%n
result in loss of sleep
%nd irrit%bility. As
well %s incre%sed
prev%lence of %nxiety
%nd % l%ck of %bility
to focus. The
imp%cts of noise %nd
light pollution c%n
result in incre%sed
prev%lence of ment%l
he%lth conditions in %
community.
Phillip Isl%nd is the
second most
tourism-dependent
region in %ll of

Austr%li%. People
come to see the little
penguins %nd the
migr%ting Humpb%ck
%nd Southern Right
wh%les %s well %s
other incredible
m%rine %nd wetl%nd
wildlife. The
industri%lis%tion of
Westernport B%y in
the form of huge g%s
t%nkers %nd %
Flo%ting Stor%ge %nd
Reg%sific%tion Unit
will undermine the
be%uty of the %re%
%nd be inconsistent
with the perception
th%t it is % pristine

%nd protected
wetl%nd. This could
imp%ct Phillip Isl%nd
%s % popul%r tourist
destin%tion.
Wetl%nds %re %mong
the most biodiverse
ecosystems on e%rth.
They combine l%nd
%nd w%ter which
%llows them to be
home to %t le%st
1350 species
including migr%tory
birds like the
critic%lly end%ngered
Or%nge-Bellied
P%rrot. H%lf of the
Westernport B%y
wetl%nd is m%de up

of se%gr%ss beds
which %re % nursery
site for pr%wns %nd
fish. Westernport
B%y is %lso the most
signific%nt site for
m%ngroves in
Victori%. M%ngroves
st%bilise sediment
%nd protect the
shoreline from
erosion. The
shoreline directly
%round the Crib Point
jetty is %n extensive
m%ngrove st%nd.
Wetl%nds should be
protected %s % key
h%bit%t for %n
incredible %rr%y of

pl%nts %nd %nim%ls
r%ther th%n being
subject to potenti%lly
d%m%ging projects
like this g%s import
termin%l proposed by
AGL.
If the project is
%pproved AGL could
dump up to 468
million litres of
chlorin%ted w%ter
into the B%y e%ch
d%y which could
h%ve % dis%strous
imp%ct on m%rine
wildlife. There is so
much we do not
know %bout how this
cold chlorin%ted

w%stew%ter will
%ffect m%rine life in
Westernport. The
imp%ct modelling
completed by AGL is
not comprehensive
%nd in some c%ses
tot%lly in%ppropri%te.
Furthermore, current
Victori%n l%ws
prohibit the
disch%rge of
w%stew%ter in high
conserv%tion v%lue
%re%s like
Westernport B%y cl%use 22 of the
St%te Environment
Protection Policy
(W%ters). AGL h%s so

f%r been
unsuccessful in their
%ttempts to we%ken
these l%ws.
Combining the poor
imp%ct %ssessments
%nd the f%ct th%t the
pl%n currently does
not meet the leg%l
requirements this
propos%l should not
continue.
Millions of
Austr%li%ns consider
clim%te ch%nge not
to be % thre%t in the
dist%nt future but %
d%ngerous re%lity we
f%ce right now. We
%re on tr%ck for

sever%l degrees
Celsius of w%rming
by the end of the
century if we do not
curb our emissions
from fossil fuels. The
plummeting costs of
renew%bles %nd
energy stor%ge h%s
rendered fossil fuel
projects not only %
thre%t to our
environment but %lso
b%d business.
Corpor%tions like
AGL should be
investing more in
renew%bles %nd
supporting
consumers to move

%w%y from g%s
inste%d of investing
in soon-to-be
str%nded %ssets. This
propos%l to build %
g%s import termin%l
is not consistent with
wh%t we need to do
to cre%te % s%fe
clim%te.
It is concerning to
see the l%ck of
credible
%ssessments on how
noise would %ffect
m%rine wildlife. AGL
%cknowledge in their
EES th%t there h%ve
been no b%seline
studies of the noise

in Westernport B%y.
They h%ve %lso not
tested the imp%ct of
noise in Westernport
B%y itself nor the
noise produced by %
berthed FSRU. Even
with these
in%dequ%te studies
the EES st%tes th%t
underw%ter sound
would elicit
beh%viour%l ch%nges
in dolphins %nd m%sk
the communic%tion
of wh%les in the %re%.
The noise would %lso
deter fish %nd other
m%rine %nim%ls from
for%ging ne%rby

which would %ffect
the import%nt
ecosystem %round
Crib Point.
Th%nk you once
%g%in for the
opportunity to
contribute to the
environment
%ssessment of the
Crib Point g%s import
jetty %nd g%s pipeline
project. As outlined
%bove, the imp%ct on
our intern%tion%lly
recognised wetl%nds
%nd wildlife would be
un%ccept%ble. There
%re m%ny other
vi%ble, %nd more

suit%ble, options
Victori% c%n pursue
to ensure th%t we
meet our energy
needs without
exposing the
precious wetl%nds of
Westernport B%y, the
unique wildlife which
depend on this
ecosystem, or the
loc%l community to
%ny h%rm.
Sincerely,
M%rlee Durdin
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My name is Lea Hyatt and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Westernport Bay is the life line to a complex ecosystem that supports an extensive number of fish,
bird and animal species. To interfere with the structure of the channel system will only have a
devastating effect.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of
the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which
allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange‐Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds
which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The
shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be
protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value
areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has
so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal
should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.

Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine mammals.
The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1‐in‐2500 per year. Using their own
figures the actual calculated risk is 1‐in‐326. This means a 1‐in‐16 chance over the proposed 20‐year
lifespan. It is likely that these numbers are conservative because the number of whales observed with
injuries consistent with ship strike is higher than the number of strikes reported by shipping
operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would have a low consequence to the visiting Southern
Right whale population is inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for Southern Right
whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the
local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Lea Hyatt
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My name is Mitchell Norris and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. I
grew up in the local area and frequently visit the beaches and wild lands. I thank the
Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria. Natural environments play a crucial role in
both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The
potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress
and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on
these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent research has
shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of
carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their
role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has
contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide
between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate
crisis. Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem,
or the local community to any harm. Sincerely, Mitchell Norris
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My name is Eunika Burger and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It’s my home, I
feel connected to the animals and the plants that live here. I won’t stand to see it
destroyed just so that some gas company can make more money. I thank the Crib
Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import
terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community
and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons
which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are
about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have
completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary
studies and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to
provide final risk assessments. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems
on earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least
1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from
erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. Small marine organisms which make up
the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most
impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into
the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The
impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn
into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting
marine wildlife. Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
Sincerely, Eunika Burger.
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My name is Kirsty Cortese and I live in the Westernport Bay area. Unique wildlife
and clean waterways with abundant fish supplies. We are an active family who enjoy
water/recreational activities and do not want to see this precious area/resource
destroyed by commercial activities. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is
proposing would introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area.
These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the
facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical
Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and
Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on
that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not
continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the
conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of
their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious
environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and
in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Pr

My name is Kirsty Cortese and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Unique wildlife and clean waterways with abundant fish supplies. We are an active family
who enjoy water/recreational activities and do not want to see this precious area/resource
destroyed by commercial activities.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for
the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk
of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to
the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL
have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies
and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk
assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of
one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts

to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but
a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of
warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The
plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not
only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be
investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of
investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not
consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton
and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water
being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting
marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Kirsty Cortese
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My name is Mayra Cuming and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
It has been a nice natural place where have always been able to go ever since I was a child,
with beautiful beaches, wildlife and water.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss
of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is
not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into
Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more
disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact
of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding
the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine
the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and
protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of
one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying

only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as
Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of
carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the
impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Mayra Cuming
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My name is Felix Metz and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport bay is important to me because it has such an abundance of wildlife. My late
grandfather in law fought most of his life trying to protect this bay and its wildlife.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who
place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long‐term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation
or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution
can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange‐Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is
made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible
array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying
only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as
Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of
carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the
impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem ‐ like plankton
and fish eggs ‐ would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being
drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,

Felix Metz
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Your submission:
My name is Simone Cull and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Westernport Bay is a Wetland Sanctuary. Already so many species have been lost due to
habitat destruction. We cannot afford to lose any more flora and fauna. Our environment is
key!
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces
can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities
who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term
mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and
light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of
one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that
the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying
only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as
Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities
of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against
the impacts of climate change.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine
mammals. The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1-in-2500 per
year. Using their own figures the actual calculated risk is 1-in-326. This means a 1-in-16
chance over the proposed 20-year lifespan. It is likely that these numbers are conservative

because the number of whales observed with injuries consistent with ship strike is higher
than the number of strikes reported by shipping operators. The conclusion that a ship
strike would have a low consequence to the visiting Southern Right whale population is
inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Simone Cull
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My name is Michael Johnson and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It is important
to know that it supports healthy ecosystems and I oppose development which will
affect them I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister
for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a
variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural
environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to
weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact asses
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My name is Tania Kaye and I am writing on behalf of the Balnarring Beach Community Association which
represents a large number of ratepayers in the area.
We treasure our area as it’s a clean environmentally beautiful part of Victoria with clean water and
dolphins and other wildlife.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity
to make a submission on behalf of our group to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the
impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty and Westernport Bay is a popular spot for residents
and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush
or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion
zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy
less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery
seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
We In Balnarring Beach enjoy this special beach area and would not like passing tankers destroying the
bay which is home to dolphins and seals and used a lot for fishing. The area is a RAMSAR wetlands.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which
allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered
Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds whic h are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in
Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly
around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key
habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging
projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each
day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife. AGL
acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They
have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed
FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural
changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish
and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.

We love our area and would like to keep it the way it is. This development would be a disaster for the
area and the residents and visitors alike. We, as a community group, are strongly opposed to it.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of
Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any
harm.

Sincerely,
Tania Kaye
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My name is Justin Tomlins and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I live in Crib Point
and spend a lot of time on the bay fishing as a member of a couple of fishing clubs in
the area that area is some of the best squid fishing grounds in the bay. it is also
within half a km from my home I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for
residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to
be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high
noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The
increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion
zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend
with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and
toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the
conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of
their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious
environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and
in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their
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I am a retired science teacher. For four decades I taught the physics of global
warming. This was not a matter of activism but simply part of the Year 7
curriculum. So the issue of carbon pollution damaging the climate, first mooted
by Svante Arrhenius in 1896, has been long and widely understood. In 2020,
with already more than one degree of average global warming since preindustrial times, I find it inconceivable that new fossil fuel projects, with
intended life spans of decades, are being considered by the fossil fuel industry
and/or any government.
Below I elaborate more on this argument that the AGL Gas Import Jetty Project
should not proceed. I will also propose that increased efficiency should be used
before we introduce more gas into the already over-heated situation we find
ourselves in.
Gas contributes to global warming
First, I note that in the Environment Effects Statement (EES) for the Gas Import
Jetty Project the Climate Change chapter makes reference to the expected ‘long
lifespan’ of the infrastructure and acknowledges ‘climate change risks’. (The
Overview - 23.1)
Study Area (Section 23.4) states ‘most of the climate change risks identified and
assessed relate to the operation and maintenance of the gas import jetty, the
pipeline and the receiving and delivery facilities’. But surely, this is the wrong
way around. The Project will be contributing to the global warming which,
stunningly, the Climate Projection, (Section 23.5), acknowledges has, ‘recent data
(indicating) that global greenhouse emissions are tracking with the highest
emissions scenario’.
The EES states that Victoria’s Climate Change Act 2017 requires government
decision-makers to ‘have regard to climate change’, in association with several
other Acts. Since gas is a significant contributor to increasing levels of
greenhouse pollution and global warming this alone should mean the Project is
not permitted to proceed.
There is a lie being promoted by the fossil fuel lobbyists that gas makes a useful
‘transition’ fossil fuel. But that is like arguing that a ‘mild’ cigarette will help you
give up the regular variety. Any fossil fuel will do significant harm. The CSIRO
tells us that fugitive emissions associated with the level of oil and gas currently
produced in Australia already contributes an astonishing six percent of our
current greenhouse gas emissions. 1
Methane concentration in the atmosphere reached 1,875 parts per billion at the
end of 2019 – more than two and a half times higher than pre-industrial levels.
Once emitted, methane stays in the atmosphere for about nine years – a far
shorter period than carbon dioxide. However, its global warming potential is 86
times higher than carbon dioxide when averaged over 20 years and 28 times
1

https://gisera.csiro.au/factsheet/fugitive-methane-emissions-factsheet/

higher over 100 years. The CSIRO states, ‘Clearly, current upward trends in
methane emissions are incompatible with meeting the goals of the Paris climate
agreement. But methane’s short lifetime in the atmosphere means any action
taken today would bring results in just nine years. That provides a huge
opportunity for rapid climate change mitigation. In Australia, methane emissions
from fossil fuels are rising due to expansion of the natural gas industry, while
agriculture emissions are falling’.2 This is a very significant statement and should
not be lightly disregarded. It is also significant that agriculture is genuinely
essential but is managing to decrease its emissions while gas is, outside interest
groups, largely regarded as inessential/replaceable, and definitely obsolete in
the foreseeable future, but seems determined to emit more methane, and for as
long as possible.
Other sections of the business community are, however, recognizing the need to
move away from the gas industry. Suncorp, one of Australia’s largest insurers
has just announced that it will begin phasing out underwriting, financing or
directly investing in new oil and gas exploration and extraction from 2025. It
recognizes that climate change is having an impact on its profits through the
huge payouts following fire, rain and hail damage. Inevitably gas projects will
become uninsurable as the result of existential, financial and possibly also legal
risks. There is no reason to think that this project is an exception.
Current predictions of a global warming average of five degrees by 2100 have
been criticized for including ‘high levels of coal use’ but also defended because
‘high emissions’ scenarios can come around in other ways. One of these is the
massive release of methane which might come from the already warming Arctic
permafrost. Obviously another is the mining and use of methane gas as a fuel,
exactly as is involved in this project.
I feel it is important to add that whatever number of degrees of projected
warming is given, that figure is a global average. The average over land will be,
according to Melbourne University’s climate expert David Karoly, one and a half
time the global average. So we are talking 7.5 degrees Celcius over land by 2100.
AND Australia is likely to be one of the worst impacted nations.

2

https://blog.csiro.au/emissions-of-methane-are-rising/

Gas supply can be increased with better efficiency
AGL writes of their plans to replace coal-fired power stations with ‘low-cost
renewable technology that is supported by a range of . . . gas-powered
generation, hydro, battery storage and demand response’. So in their own words
gas is only one several alternatives to meet power needs. Of course there are
many others that they do not even mention, including reviewing the current
practice of exporting over supplying the local market and improving efficiency.
It is instructive to note that an analysis by Wood Mackenzie for AGL has reported
that their investment in on-site solar or wind power, backed up by storage, could
replace some gas used to help power the gas processing plants. Currently
Australian AGL projects account for about 29 million tonnes of CO2 a year.
Rystad Energy’s Gero Farruggio told an industry conference last year the broad
adoption of renewables and storage in the LNG sector could boost gas available
on the east coast by 10 percent, without any discoveries or imports, while also
cutting emissions. Woodside and Santos are both examining hydrogen
opportunities. Wood Mackenzie also found that, for example the installation of
$US60 million of solar power would increase the value of the project by $US62
after the ‘saved’ gas was sold. 3
Conclusion
In the 2018 words of Professor Hans Schellnhuber, Founding Director (19922018) of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, ‘Climate change is
now reaching the end-game, where very soon humanity must choose between
taking unprecedented action or accepting that it has been left too late and bear
the consequences’. Please choose wisely.

https://www.woodmac.com/press-releases/renewable-energy-could-reduceasia-pacific-lng-plant-emissions-by-8/
3
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My name is Ashlyn Van Den Broek and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
The valuable ecosystem!
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity
to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who
access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress
and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can
detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As
well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers
and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent
with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which
allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered
Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in
Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly
around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key
habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging
projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each
day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous
reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the
century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and
energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad
business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to
move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas
import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife. AGL
acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They
have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed
FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural
changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish
and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around
Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local
community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Ashlyn Van Den Broek
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INDIVIDUAL SUBMISSION
I’m concerned about the ethics of AGL and its proposal to moor a large floating storage and
regasification unit at crib point in Westernport Bay.
The proposal is unethical in the following ways:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

it is against the community’s wishes: already thousands of individual submissions against
the proposal have been sent. AGL’s proposal threatens the local community with the risk of
fire and explosion.
it would destroy the delicate balance of the Westernport ecology. We need to protect our
wetlands: they have the potential to capture and store large amounts of carbon; Victoria has
already destroyed most of our freshwater wetlands; Westernport is protected under the
international Ramsar convention.
It plans to destroy aboriginal cultural heritage; claiming nothing more can be done to
mitigate the damage, APA plans to leave significant aboriginal cultural heritage sites at high
risk of destruction. This is against the aboriginal Heritage act 2006.
it would be bad for the health of the crib point community particularly those living nearby:
noise and light pollution have both been shown to significantly impact human mental health;
stress-reducing recreational visits to woolleys Beach and Warringinie Park would be
prevented
it is dangerous for Westernport’s marine and land flora and fauna including the humans:
Victoria does not need more gas. We cannot afford new fossil fuel projects. After
devastating drought and bushfires we need to move away from fossil fuels to help stop
climate change. The ethical position for Victoria’s future energy is to swiftly move to clean
energy. AGL’s rationale for the project ignores what we can and need to do to reduce our
gas usage in Victoria.
However, if the powers that be cannot see this, there are several better places to bring in
gas. The Viva proposal at Geelong is far preferable in terms of site and environment and
includes some developments towards clean energy.
AGL has sought to buy off sections of the local community – i.e. bribe them with
‘donations’
AGL has not been fully truthful in its EES. There are many gaps and inconsistencies: for
instance the gas coming through the proposed FSA you would not be cheap, would not
lower gas prices for individual households or for business; AGL’s rationale for the project
ignores what we can and need to do to reduce our gas usage in Victoria. Claims made about
the role gas could play in an energy transition are based on outdated assumptions
AGL has a long record of acting illegally and being fined for it. To suggest such a totally
inappropriate project for this area is already blatantly going against the spirit of the law
which is to serve and protect the people. AGL’s record on the contrary includes a long
history of deceptive and misleading behaviour.
AGL is currently acting illegally: it has begun preparatory works before receiving the legal
approvals;
AGL plans to continue acting illegally: AGL plans to dump toxic waste water, breaching
Victorian laws.
AGL obviously seeks only its own profit. It cares not at all for either the people or the
environment of Westernport.

•

•

AGL is EES does not address the risk of oil spills, such as have already happened in Tasmania
and Port Phillip Bay. In the fragile, enclosed Westernport environment a spill could be
catastrophic.
AGL is unfit to build and operate such a facility can now save

This proposal is a present example of everything that is unwholesome in Australian society today.
Instead of acting with generosity, kindness and truth this proposal is a clear example of greed, lack of
caring and untruth.
For the good of the people, the Victorian government would do well to stop this project.
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24th August, 2020

To whom it may concern,
My name is Louise Westle and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I grew up in Red Hill and have spent a lot of my life visiting the Westernport Bay beaches,
have learnt to surf there, did nippers there when young, many days spent snorkelling off
Shoreham beach with my dad. I would love my family to enjoy the same.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who
place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation
or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution
can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine
the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and
protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of
one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State

Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming
by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting
costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to
our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soonto-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with
what we need to do to create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Yours sincerely,
Louise Westle
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My name is Andrew Giles, I live in the Westernport Bay area.
The Bay provides a unique environmental experience for those of us who live here, our
family and friends and visitors. The clean, sandy beach, the coastal scrub and the
wildlife all provide a happy, healthy atmosphere.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for
the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. The issue that concerns me most is the impact
on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the
loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes
that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships
coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors
will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a
result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery
seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales
as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the
perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as
a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds
like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves
stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around
the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a
key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is
so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine
life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and
in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause
22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact

assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements
this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future
but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius
of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels.
The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel
projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like
AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away
from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas
import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half
a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of
colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the
current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment
of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. The impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our
energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Andrew Giles
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My name is Henry Carus and I visit Westernport Bay often. It is one of our local
treasures, and have camped at Shoreham by the beach for yearsWish to one day
retire to Shoreham it is part of a world i would love to protect for generations to
come I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for
Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment
of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of
issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and
that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the
impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and
reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of
bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that
there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships
coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or
sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less
catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the
important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the
second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise
use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate
a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in
Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL
could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which
could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases
totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining

My name is Henry Carus and I visit Westernport Bay often.
It is one of our local treasures, and have camped at Shoreham by the beach for yearsWish to one day
retire to Shoreham it is part of a world i would love to protect for generations to come
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of
the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance
of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and
operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and
an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value
areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has
so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal
should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the
end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment
but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal
to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.

It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport
Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced
by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would
elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise
would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the
important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the
local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Henry Carus
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As a resident of the Peninsula and appreciator of its natural beauty I disagree with
this project. As a young citizen whose future will be impacted by use of
infrastructure that is not linked to environmental sustainability I do not endorse this.
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SUBMISSION TO DELWP: AGL GAS IMPORT JETTY AND PIPELINE WORKS
The Knox Environment Society is a volunteer community based group based in the City of
Knox in the Outer Eastern part of Melbourne bordering on the Dandenong Ranges. We have
around 200 members and we are involved in running an indigenous nursery focusing on
growing local species which we sell to the public as well as local and State government
agencies. We are also involved in environmental campaigns on a local, state, national and
international level.
Being the peak environmental group in the area we are often sought out by the public,
interest groups, councils, Melbourne Water and other State Government agencies to be
involved in activities, programs, public campaigns, panel hearings, giving advice,
endorsement, scientific research, growing and preserving rare and threatened species and a
raft of other things.
We see the destruction of habitats and ecosystems on a regular basis and it is generally
done after all the necessary panels, government reports, environmental impact statements
and the like and justified by economic benefits but in the end it is another home for our
native plants and animals that has been destroyed and we are seeing the death of our
natural world by a thousand developmental cuts.
In regards to this development there are a number of points we wish to highlight.
1. One of our main concerns with the proposed AGL project is the destruction of this
internationally-recognised RAMSAR-listed wetland and the rare and endangered flora and
fauna it supports. As a signatory to the RAMSAR agreement, Australia has committed to
protecting this Westernport wetland; however, the AGL development is in direct
contravention of this agreement. Wetlands are amongst the most biodiverse ecosystems on
the planet are incredibly effective at capturing and storing large amounts of carbon. In
Victoria, most of our freshwater wetlands have already been destroyed. The Westernport
wetland that AGL will destroy by building a massive port in the middle of it is one of our
precious few remaining wetlands. Its importance is internationally recognised, and the
public will not accept its destruction. For many of us, it is difficult to comprehend why the
government would even consider such a retrograde action in face of all the scientific
evidence regarding climate change and the fact that Australia is leading the world in mass
extinction of species.
2. AGL Gas represents a major polluting industry – imported gas can be as polluting as coal.
The negative impact it will have on greenhouse gas emissions is unacceptable at a time
when we need to be much more forward thinking and creative in supporting new,
innovative, sustainable industries. The mechanisms already exist to do this. Yet, the AGL
report conveniently downplays the potential and reality of sustainable industries taking on a
stronger role in future as well as the benefits this will bring to the environment and the
economy. A recent report by Northmore Gordon (commissioned by Environment Victoria)
has shown that Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113

petajoules by 2030 by using existing technology.1 Hence, we do not need a new gas
terminal in Westernport Bay.
3. The arguments put forward by AGL are flawed because for gas to be less polluting than coal,
methane leakage needs to be kept below 3.2%. However, recent studies have shown that
the gas leakage can be as high as 17%. 2 Also, If the Westernport plant is approved, AGL
would need to draw water from the bay and then dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water back into the marine environment. Furthermore, there is always the risk
of accidents such as oil spills and resulting catastrophic environmental destruction, as we
have recently seen off the coast of Mauritius. More locally, oil spills have occurred off the
coast of Tasmania and as close as Port Philip Bay. In a shocking and irresponsible omission
from their Environmental Effects Statement, AGL does not include an impact risk
assessment for oil spills.
4. We understand that the State Environment Protection Policies (SEPPs), which support the
Environment Protection Act 1970, prohibit the Environmental Protection Authority from
granting a corporation a permit to discharge in high conservation areas such as We sternport
Bay (Clause 22). However, in 2018, AGL took the extraordinary step to undermine Victoria’s
regulatory system by putting in a submission to modify the SEPP to allow companies to
dump wastewater in areas of high conservation. The EPA rejected this submission. Similarly,
AGL has proposed only rudimentary risk assessments for the proposed 57-kilometre pipeline
from Crib Point to Pakenham. To us, the attempt to bypass environmental protections
clearly demonstrates the immorality and unethical behaviour of AGL and the fact that they
will do whatever it takes to get what they want no matter what the cost to the environment
and the community.
5. We do not trust AGL due to its dismal, proven track record. This includes $7million of fines
for illegal transgressions including deceptive and misleading behaviour. Their behaviour to
their customers is equally deplorable. AGL was recently fined for billing errors which ‘left
thousands of concession customers distressed and confused after receiving high bills they
weren’t expecting’. 3
6. Victoria can meet its future energy needs without new gas fields or important terminals that
will result in environmental destruction and lowered quality of life for people who live,
work, or visit the area. Gas is expensive to produce (including liquefication) and transport
and requires massive infrastructure (e.g. the port terminal itself). Energy market analysts
such as Macquarie Wealth Management have shown that the new important terminal will
not help to lower prices because imported gas is purchased at international prices. Thus, the
new terminal will not benefit the Australian community of make energy prices any cheaper.
7. We argue that Australia’s economic recovery should be led by clean energy solutions that
create jobs and tackle climate change. The COVID pandemic is an indisputable lesson that
1 https://environmentvictoria.org.au/2020/06/03/victorian-gas-market-demand-side-measures-to-avoid-

forecast-supply-shortfall/
2http://climatecollege.unimelb.edu.au/files/site1/images/20161026%20Review%20of%20Methane%2
0Emissions.pdf
3 https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/media-centre/pensioners-fall-victim-alleged-agl-billing-error

we can’t have an economy without people being in good health – and good health depends
on the environment. The electricity-generating sector is an example of an industry that is
making it cheap and practical to move away from fossil fuels and towards jobs that drive
economic recovery. A report by the Australian Energy Market Operator and CSIRO confirms
that this sector offers the cheapest alternative for energy production. 4 Substantial reduction
in the costs of wind and solar power have made this possible and many countries around
the world provide evidence of this.
8. Climate change is not a threat of the future – it is here and now – and we are experiencing it
in bushfires, drought, and other extreme weather events. Last summer’s bushfires had a
devastating effect on rural communities and their livelihoods and resulted the displacement
and death of 3 billion wild animals. These events combined with ongoing drought, declining
numbers of pollinating insects and mismanagement of Australia’s water will continue to
impact on food supplies. The implications for future generations are devastating and we
must not put short-term gains for big business polluters like AGL (who hasten climate
change) ahead of long-term gains for the community and the environment.
9. We argue that if it goes ahead, the AGL project will have disastrous consequences for the
local community including on mental and physical well-being as well as the bigger context of
recreation and tourism. AGL’s legacy will be huge losses for the natural environment (and all
the wildlife that it supports) and for people living nearby through exposure to noise, light,
and visual pollution. Other risks to the community include the potential for leaking of toxic
hydrocarbons, fire and explosions, with the nearest homes being only 1.5km from the site.
Wooley’s Beach, popular with both locals and tourists, is only metres away, and the ‘eye
sore’ of the new AGL port will undoubtedly drive tourists f rom the area thereby impacting
on local businesses.
10. For the above reasons, we are strongly opposed to the proposed AGL gas import jetty and
pipeline and would like the opportunity to elaborate on our arguments at the public hearing
in October.
Yours Sincerely
Richard Faragher
President
Knox Environment Society

4

CSIRO and AEMO (2018) GenCost 2018, Updated projections of electricity generation technology costs,
https://www.csiro.au/en/News/News-releases/2018/Annual-update-finds-renewables-are-cheapestnewbuild-power
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My name is Rosella Battaglia and I live in the Western Port Bay area.
I have been leaving here with my family in the last 20 years.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue
that concerns me most is the impact on the local community.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss
of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is
not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Western
Port Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the
Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Western Port Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine
the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and
protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the
critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made
up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the
most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the
shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive
mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas
import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming
by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting
costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to

our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-tobe stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what
we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and
fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to
escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe
levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being
drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on the
local community would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable,
options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem,
or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Rosella Battaglia
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My name is Leonard Jackson and I have family who live in Westernport Bay. I am a
fisherman of Westernport bay and it is still a reasonably clean environment which
allows a good portion of the people that live here and those that visit there great
pleasure for approximately 8-9months of the year I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a
popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding
areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve
area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the
strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship
traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessfu

